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This case is not a case of liability imposed on a broker for “negligent hiring” of a motor

carrier. In the State of Illinois District Court case, C.H. Robinson ( “CHR or Robinson”) was
subjected to a $23-million jury verdict for the death of two persons on the highway, and one
seriously injured arising out of a motor vehicle accident where the carrier was hired by Robinson.
Robinson was found liable by the jury, because they determined that C.H. Robinson “controlled” the
driver which made the driver Robinson‟s “agent” and vicariously liable under Illinois State law. The
district court jury verdict was upheld in the Illinois Court of Appeals. (Underlining is writer‟s
emphasis.) This case like “Schramm” is likely to have far reaching effects, beyond the borders of
Illinois on the shipping and intermediary transportation industry. As a result of “Schramm”, the
industry has at least developed some useful mechanisms to help reduce the risk of liability for
“negligent hiring” as outlined, for example, in the recently released and updated TIA Motor Carrier
Selection Framework. This case now adds an additional burden and dilemma to the shipping and
intermediary industry by upholding broker liability based on facts which according to the jury
constituted “control” of the driver by the broker. The end result is that even if a shipper, broker or 3
PL did everything “right”, it could still be held liable for asserting too much control over a driver.
In this case, C.H. Robinson, and the motor carrier, Dragonfly Express, entered into a standard
Broker-Carrier Agreement. The Court of Appeals‟ opinion quoted the independent contractor clause
contained in the contract only in part as follows:
“The parties understand and agree that the relationship of carrier to Robinson
(CHR) hereunder is solely that of an independent contractor, and that carrier
shall and does employ, retain or lease on its own behalf all persons‟ operating
motor vehicles transporting commodities under this contract.”
What the Court did not quote, which is part of the same paragraph and is the remainder of that
sentence which reads as follows:
“...and such persons are not employees or agents of Robinson or its customers. It
is further understood and agreed that all drivers of motor vehicles and persons
employed in connection with the transportation of commodities under this

contract are subject to the direction, control and supervision of the carrier and not
of Robinson or its customers....”
The Court did not explain why this critical part of the contract language was ignored, and
commented that the contract was only one factor among all others to be considered. Thus, the
independent contractor contract language that had allowed CHR to avoid the liability of the carrier,
and driver on this issue in the past was not enough in this case to help them.
At the heart of the Appellate Court‟s decision was the CHR load confirmation sheet (“LCS”)
which contained “Special Instructions”.
In this case, Henry was transporting a load of potatoes which had been purchased by CHR in
Idaho for its own account and were being transported for its own resale to Jewel Grocery Stores. A
representative of CHR by the name of Pleasance testified that CHR required a refrigerated trailer
that measured 48' for this project. The LCS stated the following:
“The driver must call Troy Pleasance for dispatch.”
Under the subheading, Driver‟s Special Instructions, it listed the following requirements:
1)

Driver must make check calls daily by no later than 10:00 a.m. CST daily, or $50 will
be deducted from the rate.

2)

Driver must verify package count and/or pallet count being loaded on the truck.

3)

Driver may incur a fine of $500 for being a full day late without any proof of
breakdown.

4)

Driver may incur a fine of $250 for being late for an appointment time.

5)

Driver must stay in constant communication with me throughout the entire load.

6)

Driver may incur a fine if he does not call for any of the following reasons:
a)

Waiting longer than two hours for product;

b)

(Blank).

7)

Driver must call after each pick-up and verify that he has loaded.

8)

Failure to notify fine: If driver has a 7:00 a.m. appointment for that day of delivery and
has a problem that delays him to make on-time delivery and we do not receive a phone
call until after or at the time of delivery appointment:
a)

The carrier will be fined $250;

b)

The carrier could also be responsible to cover the lost sales and cost to cover the
customer product for that day.

9)

Driver must pulp all products being loaded on the truck. If pulp temperature is plus or
minus two degrees from the temperature on the dispatch sheet, driver must call their
C.H. Robinson representative ASAP.

10)

All drivers must check call the day before delivery no matter what day it is. If the
driver is more than 700 miles out at or before 10:00 CST, driver must check call again
at 4:00 p.m. Any driver 700 miles out after 10:00 a.m. CST, must check call again at
4:00 p.m. CST, and again at 10:00 p.m. CST the...before delivery.

“...Most importantly, the driver must stay in constant communication with the central product
and/or the night crew service.”
At trial, Henry testified that: Dragonfly did not dispatch her regarding the load; she contacted
Troy Pleasance directly looking for a load to deliver (the Court makes no comment regarding
Henry‟s initiating contact with CHR.); she was in constant contact with CHR dispatch throughout
her trip; she called Pleasance or another member of his phone team five times during her trip,
sometimes calling multiple times within a single day; during each phone conversation, Pleasance
asked Henry about her location and about the temperature and integrity of the load; although she did
not see the LCS for the load of potatoes, she was aware of the fines CHR could impose because she
had worked with CHR in the past; she had knowledge of the fines and stated that given the amount
of time she had to deliver from Idaho to Illinois, she would not have been able to deliver the load to
Bolingbrook Warehouse within CHR‟s schedule without violating federal regulations. Plaintiff‟s
counsel argued that: based on Henry‟s testimony about timing schedule, that the CHR schedule
imposed on Henry required her to disregard the federal hours of service requirements in order to
reach Illinois on time; imposing the pick-up and delivery times on the driver (Henry) exemplified the
right to control because the times imposed on her required that she violate federal law in order to
timely reach her destination. There is no description in either Plaintiff‟s Appellate Brief or
Robinson‟s Appellate Brief that details facts that show how or to what extent the hours of service
regulations would have been violated and the extent to which, if any, the hours of service and
presumably “fatigue” played a role in the fatal accident violation of hours of service regulations, or
that fatigue played any role in the accident.
The Court of Appeals acknowledged that Henry admitted she did not see the LCS for this
load. Robinson‟s Appellate Brief clearly states that the instructions (LCS) were sent to the carrier,
Dragonfly, not to the driver. Robinson argued that under its contract, instructions refer to the driver
because the carrier has agreed that the driver will perform them. Robinson argued that: The
requirement for check calls is common in the trucking industry and typical of broker activities; under

the contract, Dragonfly agreed to provide load location so its customers can track loads and that
verifying load counts and taking pulp temperature of produce are very common in the industry; fines
are directed at driver failures because carriers have financial responsibility for them. Henry testified
that: She agreed that other companies have similar fine provisions; she was unaware of Robinson‟s
penalty provisions at the time of the accident, but that she intended to be on time; she was not a CHR
employee and had never received a W-2 from CHR; she had the right to reject the load and accept a
different load; CHR did not tell her which tractor trailer to drive nor give her the tools or equipment
to plan her trip or instruct her the best way to deliver the potatoes. Other than giving her the delivery
date, CHR did not dictate her driving schedule, the route, and did not instruct her as to the time,
location and frequency of stops along the way. They did not instruct her about fueling requirements.
She testified that it was her job to timely deliver the potatoes from Point A to Point B, and CHR did
not tell her how to do it.
The owner of Dragonfly testified that CHR did not provide Henry with the tractor trailer, did
not tell Dragonfly how to schedule a driver‟s time, but only that Dragonfly was required to use
competent drivers and to control their actions. When Henry admitted that CHR could refuse to give
her loads, no evidence was provided that CHR could stop Henry from driving for Dragonfly. Henry
reported the accident to Dragonfly and not to CHR because Henry was driving for Dragonfly.
Both CHR and Plaintiff provided conflicting expert testimony relating to the issue of
“control”. Ultimately, the case was presented to a jury which found Robinson liable as the “agent”
of the driver. In upholding the jury‟s verdict, the Illinois Court of Appeals, citing Illinois law, stated
the well-recognized proposition that the cardinal consideration is the right to control the manner of
work performance regardless of whether the right is actually exercised. According to the Court,
other the factors to consider are: 1) the right to discharge; 2) the method of payment; 3) the provision
of necessary tools, materials and equipment; 4) whether taxes are deducted from the payment; and 5)
level of skill required. According to this Court,
“We find that the jury‟s decision was not against the manifest weight of the
evidence. First, CHR controlled the manner of Henry‟s work performance.
Henry testified that she contacted Pleasance and CHR and asked for a load.
CHR required her to have a refrigerated trailer of specified length. Henry
accepted a load of potatoes that CHR had purchased in Idaho for delivery to its
warehouse in Bolingbrook. The LCS dictated special instructions concerning the
load. Henry did not see a copy of the LCS for the load of potatoes; however, she
testified that she was familiar with the LCS requirements based on previous

deliveries she had made for CHR. The special instructions required her to pick
up a load at a specified time, make daily check calls, and stay in constant
communication with Pleasance and other CHR dispatchers. CHR was instructed
to notify CHR if she had an accident. She was also required to continuously
measure the temperature of the load during her trip. If the load did not register a
certain temperature, the LCS required her to call CHR immediately. ...Henry
testified that the schedule imposed by CHR dictated her method of delivery and
created pressure on her as a driver to get to her destination. Henry stated that if
she followed federal regulations, she would be late delivering her load to the
Bolingbrook warehouse; Pleasance agreed with that assessment. These extensive
requirements, coupled with Henry‟s fine-based compliance, directed Henry‟s
conduct during the entire transportation process and support the finding that
CHR had the right to control the manner in which Henry performed her job.”
...According to the Court,
“Another factor of „great significance‟ is the nature of the work performed in
relation to the general business of the Defendant (citation). Here Henry‟s
services are closely aligned with CHR‟s business. CHR is in the business of
transportation logistics handing the means and methods of hauling freight for its
customers. CHR‟s business necessarily requires the service of semi-tractor
drivers. The nature of Henry‟s work is hauling freight for customers from one
location to another. The work Henry performs is not unique; it is directly related
to, if not the same as, general transportation business conducted by CHR. In this
case, the second factor weighs in favor of an agency relationship.”
The logic of this statement is left for the reader to ponder. If this line of reasoning was followed to
its illogical conclusion, then all brokers would be subject to the same liability as motor carriers.
Such a result would mean that state common law would “preempt” federal statutes and federal
common law. Interestingly, no federal preempt argument appears to have been made by CHR.
According to the Court, other factors supporting the jury‟s verdict were: CHR controlled the
method of payment; Henry called Pleasance and requested a load; once Henry accepted the load, she
was dispatched by Robinson, not Dragonfly; Robinson paid her directly by depositing the negotiated
fee into her bank account; CHR provided the materials for delivery. How these “factors” constitute
“control” over this manner in which the driver operated on the highway is a mystery which can only
be understood in Robinson‟s position as a “deep pocket”. Robinson argued that in the Schramm and

Jones v. Robinson, cases, the Courts had granted Robinson‟s Motion to Dismiss based on the
contractual agreement providing that the carrier was an independent contractor, did not control the
carrier, and as a result, Robinson was not liable for the driver‟s negligence. The Illinois Appeals
Court “distinguishes” those cases, and ignores the Robinson contract, and claims the instant case is
distinguishable, because Robinson owned the product and further they could impose fines on Henry
to ensure she maintained her schedule during the trip. The Court stated, “CHR Special Instructions
included the potential for multiple fines and forced Henry to violate federal regulations in order to
avoid them. These facts support the inference that CHR controlled the details of Henry‟s operations,
schedule and compensation.”
There is no analysis of the facts or law in this case which brings understanding or
comprehension to the decision except that CHR was a “deep pocket”. There is nothing in the
opinion that suggests the slightest comprehension or understanding of the standard operating
procedures common and necessary in the shipping industry for the delivery of freight, and in this
instance, temperature-controlled freight. Load confirmations for temperature-controlled shipments
commonly include numerous shipper specifications even broader in scope than those found in this
case, which are designed to protect the particular commodities of freight being transported from
damage. The Court makes no distinction between “specifications” and “control”. We can only
speculate on whether the result would have been different if the “Special Instructions” which related
to fines were absent. Taken to its illogical extreme, this decision would seem to dictate that shipper,
broker, or third-party logistics companies should never have direct communications with carrier
drivers, should never dispatch them, and should not convey shipper‟s transportation instructions and
specifications to a driver! If that were true, time critical efficiencies now common in the $162billion third-party logistics industry would be virtually destroyed.
If there are any “take away” learning‟s in this case for shippers, brokers, and third-party
logistics companies, it may be that the many “fines” listed in the LCS were extensive; requiring
“constant communication” appears to be burdensome (and certainly not practical); and payment for
services should go to the carrier entity and not the driver. Perhaps these elements should be avoided.
However, taken singly or in combination, they do not necessarily equate to “control” or “agency”,
and as the Court stated, all factors of the relationship are to be considered.
This case must be notable because of the intense joy it must bring or will bring to Plaintiff‟s
attorneys who, instead of having to undertake the more difficult task of proving “negligence” (duty,
breach of duty, proximate cause, and damages), need only prove the much more “fuzzy” and
“squishy” elements of “control” in order to establish an agency relationship and therefore vicarious

liability. That being said perhaps the drama of this case is not finished. It has been appealed to the
State Supreme Court # 112218. Whether the case will be heard is discretionary with the court and
that decision has not yet been made.
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